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Abstract-In many applications that track and analyze spatiotemporal data, movements obey periodic patterns; the objects follow
the same routes (approximately) over regular time intervals. Periodic Pattern Mining or Periodicity Detection has numerous
applications such as Prediction, Forecasting, Detection of Unusual events, etc. The periodic patterns are detected in a Time-Series
database depending on the time intervals. Existi ng approaches could not detect all types of periodicity such as Symbol, Sequence
and S egment at a time. In this Paper, we propose an approach to detect all types of the periodicity in time series Databases. It also
finds the periodicity in the subsections of the Time-Series very effectively. Actually the periodicity detection results in the
redundant data. To remove redundant data there are pruning techniques to apply and to get the desired pattern as an output. The
comprehensive study demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed approach. This is very time efficient, accurate approach t han
many existing approaches.
Keywords— Periodicity Detection, S ymbol Periodicity, Sequence Periodicity, Segment Periodicity, Timeseries Database.

I. INTRODUCTION
ata mining is the process of extracting patterns from
data. It is the process of applying the methods like
neural networks, clustering, genetic algorithms (1950s),
decision trees (1960s) and support vector machines (1980s)
to data with the intention of uncovering hidden patterns. It
has been used for many years by businesses, scientists and
governments to transfer large volumes of data such as
Airline Passenger Trip Records , Census data and
Supermarket Scanner data to produce market research
reports. Data min ing, “The ext raction of h idden predictive
informat ion fro m large databases”, is a powerful new
technology with great potential to help companies focus on
the most important info rmation in their data warehouses.
Data mining tools predict future trends and behaviors,
allo wing businesses to make proactive, knowledge-driven
decisions. Data min ing tools can answer business questions
that traditional tools are too time consuming to resolve.
They scour databases for hidden patterns, finding
predictive information that experts may miss because it lies
outside their expectations.
There are various Steps those involved in
Knowledge discovery process given below:

D

1. Data Cleaning: The data collected are not clean and
may contain errors, missing values, noisy or inconsistent
data, so that different techniques needed to get error-free
data before applying Mining method such as
Clustering/Classification or Pred iction.
2. Data Integration: Data are collected and integrated
fro m all the different sources.
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3. Data Selection: In this step, select only those data
useful for data min ing.
4. Data Transformation: The data even after cleaning are
not ready for mining so transform them into forms
appropriate for mining. The techniques used to
accomplish this are smoothing, aggregation, normalizat ion.
5. Data Mining: In this step, apply data min ing
techniques on the data to discover the interesting
patterns. Various techniques like clustering and
association analysis are used for data mining.
6. Pattern Evaluation and Knowledge Presentation: This
step involves visualization, transformat ion, removing
redundant patterns from the generated patterns .
7. Decisions / Use o f Discovered Knowledge: This step
helps user to make use of the knowledge acquired to take
better decisions.
A. TimeSeries Database:
A Time-Series Database is a collection of data
values gathered generally at uniform interval o f time to
reflect certain behavior of an entity. In Real World, There
are several examp les of Time -Series such as Weather
Conditions of a particular location, Spending Patterns,
Stock Gro wth, Transactions in a Supermarket, Network
Delays, Power Consumption, Co mputer Net work Fault
Analysis and Security Breach detection, Earthquake
Prediction. The periodicity detection is a process of finding
temporal regularit ies within the Time-Series and the goal
of analyzing a Time-Series Database is to find how
frequent a periodic pattern (full or partial) is repeated
within t ime intervals. In general, there are three types of
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periodic patterns can be detected in a time series Database.
They are mentioned given below:
1) Sy mbol Periodicity
2) Sequence Periodicity or Partial Periodic Patterns
3) Seg ment or Fu ll-Cycle Periodicity
B. Symbol Periodicity
A Time-Series is said to be a Symbol periodicity, if at
least one symbol is repeated periodically. Fo r example, in a
Time-Series, let T = abdacbabdabc, symbol a is periodic
within periodicity p = 3, starting at position zero
(StPos=0).
C. Sequence Periodicity
A Time-Series is said to be a Sequence Periodicity, if
more than one symbol may be periodic and it is also called
as partial periodic patterns. For instance, in a TimeSeries Database let T = bbaaabbdabcaabbcabcd then the
sequence ab is periodic within periodicity p = 4 starting at
position 4 (StPos = 4).
D. Segment Periodicity
A Time-Series is said to be a Segment Periodicity, if
the whole Time-Series can be mostly represented as a
repetition of a pattern or segment and it is also known as
full-cycle periodicity. For instance, in a Time-Series
Database let T=abcababcababcab has Segment Periodicity
of 5 (p = 5) starting at the first position (stPos = 0), i.e., T
consists of only three occurrences of the segment abcab.
E. Subsection
A Time -Series T possesses symbol, sequence, or
segment periodicity within period p between positions
StPos and EndPos (Where 0<=StPos<EndPos<=|T|), if the
investigated period satisfies the Definit ion 3, Definition 4,
or Defin ition 5 respectively by considering only subsection
[StPos, EndPos] of T. For instance, StPos=5, EndPos=12
represents a period in T = bbcdbababababccdaccab; Here,
it is worth noting because the analysis considers only
subsection of the series, fro m positions 5 to 12.
F. Pruning Strategy
For a given Time-Series there may exist repeated
patterns and thus leads to the redundant data. By applying
the pruning strategy the redundant data is eliminated and
this returns the first occurrences of all the possible patterns.
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III. S UBS EQUENCE TRANSFO RMATIO N
Based on the given Time-Series Database, the
subsequences will be generated. For instance, aTime -Series
T=abac
then
the subsequences
generated
are
a,ab,aba,abac,b,ba,bac,a,ac,c. After
the generation of
subsequences these are categorized by the periodicity types
like Sy mbol, Sequence and Segment Periodicity.
IV. PERIODICITY TYPES
In a Time -Series Database, let T=abac the
subsequences are categorized as
Symbo l: a
Sequence: ab
Sequence: aba
Segment: abac
Symbo l: b
Sequence: ba
Sequence: bac
Symbo l: a
Sequence: ac
Symbo l: c
A. Positions of subsets of patterns

A Time-Series Database include many operations
which contain same symbols at mult iple positions, so that
the main task is to find the positions of the patterns which
are generated as subsequences .
Finding Positions: Let, a Time-Series Database has
T=abad then
The position of a in the timeseries abad is 0,2
The position of ab in the timeseries abad is 0
The position of aba in the timeseries abad is 0
The position of abad in the timeseries abad is 0
The position of b in the timeseries abad is 1
The position of ba in the timeseries abad is 1
The position of bad in the timeseries abad is 1
The position of a in the timeseries abad is 0,2
The position of ad in the timeseries abad is 2
The position of d in the timeseries abad is 3
V. S UBS ECTION PATTERN MATCHING

II. DATAB AS E TRANS FORMATION
The database consists of a single column table,
which stores the Time-Series events on which Pattern
Matching, Detecting Periodicity Types , Pruning Strategy
can be performed. The Time-Series should be specified
first and then table name should be specified next in wh ich
that has to be stored.
The Database will be updated and verified by
using simp le SQL Query Statements like UPDATE,
INSERT,DELETE and
SELECT Statements(DML
Co mmands).
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In the previous section the pattern matching has
been performed to the entire Time-Series. In the same way
the pattern matching can be performed in the subsection
also. A Subsection is a part of the Time-Series. For the
subsection pattern matching the StPos and EndPos should
be specified along with the timeseries as mentioned below.
Let, T=abacdaf and StPos=2 and EndPos=5
When
these
parameters
are
specified
automatically the Database will be updated with the the
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subsection of the Time-Series and the periodicity types are
also synchronized to the subsection as well. The positions
of the patterns are found in the entire Time-Series, in the
same way the positions are found for the subsection also.
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The starting index o f ada is 0
The starting index o f d is 1
The starting index o f da is 1
The starting index o f a is 0

VI. PRUNING STRATEGY

VII. PATTERN COLLECTIO N

The pruning strategy defines the elimination of
redundant data and obsolete data. A Time-Series Database
may contain redundant data or repeated data which
increase the space or me mo ry and the time to search the
data will be more and Co mplex.

The complete set of patterns is the union of all the
subsets of patterns detected above.
A. Advantages of Proposed System:
 Faster
 Efficient
 Less levels of recursion
 Less memo ry
 Period icity types can be found at a time

A. Pruning Technique in the full time series:
Let, T=abac then the subsequences generated are:

VIII. CONCLUS ION
Symbo l: a
Sequence: ab
Sequence: aba
Segment: abac
Symbo l: b
Sequence: ba
Sequence: bac
Symbo l: a
Sequence: ac
Symbo l: c
The starting index o f a is 0
The starting index o f the string ab is 0
The starting index o f the string aba is 0
The starting index o f the string abac is 0
The starting index o f the string b is 1
The starting index o f the string ba is 1
The starting index o f the string bac is 1
The starting index o f the string a is 0
The starting index o f the string ac is 2
The starting index o f the string c is 2

Several important Time -Series data min ing
problems reduce to the core task of finding appro ximately
repeated subsequences in a longer time series. Min ing
frequent patterns in Transactional Databases, Time-Series
Databases and many other kinds of databases has been
studied popularly in data min ing research. In this paper, we
have presented the pattern matching technique to find the
patterns that were repeated in a Time-Series Database. The
three types of patterns such as Symbol, Sequence and
Segment Periodicity are also discovered. We have also
presented how to reduce the redundant data there by
reducing the memory usage and complexities through the
pruning strategy. These sequences can be applicable
anywhere in any field according to the requirements of the
user, particularly in Earthquake Pred iction, Weather
Forecasting and Fraud detection Applications. Further
improvements can be done in the areas of Biological and
DNA Sequences and various fields of Science.

In the above examp le ,the symbol “a” is repeated
at index 2. Since then the index of a is given as 0.
[1]
B. Pruning Technique in the subsection time series:
The pruning technique can also be applied in the
subsection of a Time-Series Database. Here we need to
specify the StPos, EndPos along with the Time-Series
values.

[2]

Let, T=abada and StPos=2 and EndPos=4
The results of Pruning technique after specifying
these parameters are g iven below:

[3]

Let, T=ada then
[4]
The starting index o f a is 0
The starting index o f ad is 0
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